Respect of lead times, security and integrity of vehicles, customisation, visibility for both new and used cars: your requirements and challenges require specific engineering and logistics.

As a leader in automotive logistics, GEFCO provides you with its expertise and offers full supply chain solutions from production sites to end users.
OUR SOLUTIONS

PLANT PICK-UP
Optimising flows from plant exit

- Flexible management of mass production flows
- Road, rail & ro-ro transport considering costs, lead times and quality
- Delivery to distribution centres
- Back-up solutions

STORAGE & PREPARATION
Providing vehicle operations with added value

- Storage and maintenance in our 90 compounds
- Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI): diagnostics, mechanical tests, final quality control
- Post Production Operations (PPO): Commercial vehicle fittings, preparation of limited edition series...
- Refurbishment & SMART repairs

DEVELOPMENT & BUY-BACK
Guaranteeing service quality to end users

- Delivery to dealers, leasing & rental companies, fleet companies
- Inter-dealer transfers
- Buy-back management
- Remarketing: mechanical & electronic checks, SMART repairs and refurbishments, used vehicle deliveries

Engineering and transport optimisation
Management and optimisation of customs procedures
Traceability of your flows
KPI’s

WHY GEFCO?

SUPPLY CHAIN EFFICIENCY
- Optimisation of door-to-door solutions
- Dedicated and experienced teams, SOP
- Continuous improvement

RELIABILITY
- Strong expertise for over 60 years
- Dedicated transport: 3,250 rail wagons & 2,400 vehicle transporters
- An extensive network in 33 countries over 5 continents

QUALITY OF SERVICE
- Respect of vehicle security, integrity and lead times
- Quality certifications (ISO/SQAS)
- Harmonised operational standards

VISIBILITY
- Track & Trace
- Stock status follow-up
- Reports & KPI’s

KEY FIGURES

#1 vehicle logistics company in Europe

1,3 Bn € vehicle logistics turnover

+5 Million vehicles transported

Contact us!
contact@gefco.net

GEFCO
77-81, rue des Lilas d’Espagne
92 400 Courbevoie - FRANCE
Tel +33 1 49 05 21 21

Follow us
gefco.net
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